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Matrix-isolation FT-IR spectra and theoretical study of dimethyl sulfate
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Abstract

The preferred conformations of dimethyl sulfate and their vibrational spectra were studied by matrix-isolation FT-IR spectroscopy and
theoretical methods (DFT and MP2, with basis sets of different sizes, including the quadruple-zeta, aug-cc-pVQZ basis). Conformer GG (of
C2 symmetry and exhibiting OS O C dihedral angles of 74.3◦) was found to be the most stable conformer in both the gaseous phase and
isolated in argon. Upon annealing of the matrix, the less stable observed conformer (GT; with C1 symmetry) quickly converts to the GG
conformer, with the resulting species being embedded in a matrix-cage which corresponds to the most stable matrix-site for GG form. The
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ighest energy TT conformer, which was assumed to be the most stable conformer in previous studies, is predicted by the calculat
relative energy of ca. 10 kJ mol−1 and was not observed in the spectra of the matrix-isolated compound.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Dimethyl sulfate (DMSO4) is an industrial chemical that
s used as alkylating agent to convert compounds such as phe-
ols, amines and thiols to the corresponding methyl deriva-

ives, used in the industrial production of dyes, perfumes and
olyrethane-based adhesives[1,2]. It is also used as inter-
ediate in the manufacture of many pharmaceuticals (e.g.,
ntipyretics and anticholinergics), pesticides and as solvent in

he separation of mineral oils[3,4]. DMSO4 has been shown
o produce tumors in laboratory animals[5,6] and is also con-
idered to be a human carcinogen[7]. Being extremely toxic,
ethods like gas chromatography and optical spectrometry
ave been applied for its determination in the environment

8,9]. However, in spite of the well known chemical and bio-
hemical importance of DMSO4, the available knowledge
n its structural and vibrational properties is very scarce. To

he best of our knowledge, no theoretical structural studies
ave been reported on this compound, while the most recent

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +351 239 827 703; fax: +351 239 852 080.

infrared/Raman spectroscopic study on DMSO4 was pub
lished more than 30 years ago[9].

One of the main difficulties to study this compound (
in general the family of compounds with sulfur-to-oxyg
linkages) by theoretical methods has been the relat
large computational resources required to undertake re
predictions of their fundamental properties. On the o
hand, the peculiarities of the sulfur-to-oxygen linkages
far from being well understood, and the most currently u
methods of calculation have not yet been tested suffici
when applied to this kind of systems. For example, it is
known that theoretical predictions of vibrational spectr
molecules with more usual linkages (e.g., CH, CO,
NO, NH, OH, etc.) by ab initio or density functional theo
(DFT) based methods usually lead to a general syste
overestimation of the vibrational frequencies, thus enab
the uniform scaling procedure to be applied successfu
order to fit the calculated spectra to the experimental
However, it was found that this is not the case for molec
with SO bonds, where the theory often yields frequen
that underestimate the experimentally observed ones.
E-mail address:rfausto@ci.uc.pt (R. Fausto). behavior has been found even for molecules as simple as SSO
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[10]. Besides, it is also well known that the accumulated
knowledge on the molecular structures, conformational
and spectroscopic properties, and chemical reactivity
in general, of sulfur compounds is still incipient when
compared, for instance, with that of their oxygen analogue
compounds.

The second important difficulty for studying sulfur (or
mixed sulfur/oxygen) compounds is of practical nature: the
compounds usually are relatively difficult to crystallize, de-
compose easily both upon heating and/or light exposition
and, in many cases, as in DMSO4, which was used in the
First World War as war-gas[11], are highly toxic to human
beings[12,13]. Then, besides its more fundamental inter-
est, characterization of DMSO4 regarding its structural and
spectroscopic properties is also important to improve the
efficiency of its industrial manipulation and environmental
control.

In this work, DMSO4 was studied by low temperature
matrix-isolation FT-IR spectroscopy and computational
methods [both density functional theory (DFT) and ab initio
second-order Moller–Plesset (MP2) methods], in order to
investigate its conformational preferences and spectroscopi-
cally characterize its conformationally dependent vibrational
properties.
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2.2. Computational methodology

The quantum chemical calculations were performed with
Gaussian ’98[15] at the DFT and MP2 levels of theory, using
the 6-311++G(d,p), 6-31++G(d,p) and aug-cc-pVQZ basis
sets[16–25]. The DFT calculations were carried out with
the three-parameter density functional abbreviated as B3LYP,
which includes Becke’s gradient exchange correction[26]
and the Lee, Yang and Parr correlation functional[27].

Conformations were optimized using the geometry direct
inversion of the invariant subspace (GDIIS) method[28]. Vi-
brational frequencies were calculated at each level of theory
and the nature of the stationary points on the potential energy
surface (PES) resulting from optimization was determined by
inspection of the corresponding calculated Hessian matrix.
The optimized structures of all conformers described in this
study were confirmed to correspond to true minimum energy
conformations on the different potential energy surfaces in-
vestigated. Potential energy profiles for internal rotation were
calculated performing a relaxed scan on the PES along the rel-
evant reaction coordinates, and the transition state structures
for conformational interconversion obtained using the syn-
chronous transit-guided quasi-Newton (STQN) method[29].

Normal coordinate analyses were undertaken in the inter-
nal coordinates space as described by Schachtschneider[30],
u and
h -cc-
p
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. Materials and methods

.1. Infrared spectroscopy

Dimethyl sulfate was obtained from Aldrich (purity 99%
he IR spectra were collected, with 0.5 cm−1 spectral resolu

ion, on a Mattson (Infinity 60AR Series) Fourier transfo
nfrared spectrometer, equipped with a deuterated trigly
ulfate (DTGS) detector and Ge/KBr beamsplitter.

In the matrix-isolation experiments, a glass vacuum
em and standard manometric procedures were used
osit the matrix gas (argon N60, obtained from Air L
ide). Matrices were prepared by co-deposition, onto
ooled CsI substrate of the cryostat, of the matrix gas
MSO4, which was sublimated using a specially desig
oubly thermostattable Knudsen cell with shut-off poss

ty [14]. The container of the Knudsen cell was kept at 0◦C
o reduce the vapor pressure of the compound over the
nd enable a better control of the amount of DMSO4 be-

ng deposited. Temperatures of the nozzle varied from r
emperature to 200◦C. All experiments were done on t
asis of an APD Cryogenics close-cycle helium refrig

ion system with a DE-202A expander. Deposition tem
tures used range from 9 to 20 K. Necessary modifica
f the sample compartment of the spectrometer were

n order to accommodate the cryostat head and allow
ient purging of the instrument by a stream of dry N2 to re-
ove water and CO2 vapors. After depositing the compoun
nnealing experiments were performed until a temper
f 42 K.
sing the program BALGA and the optimized geometries
armonic force constants resulting from the B3LYP/aug
VQZ calculations.

. Results and discussion

.1. Geometries and energies

DMSO4 has four different internal rotation axes, defin
round the SO and O C bonds, that can, in principle, gi
ise to conformational isomers. In order to search for m
um energy conformations, a systematic investigation o
otential energy surface of the molecule was undertake

ng the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) method. All non-equivale
y-symmetry possible combinations of the four dihedra
les corresponding to staggered structures were used as
eometries in the optimization procedures, as well as t
here at least one OS O C dihedral was±120◦. This cor-

esponds to a subset of 50 unique structures from the w
et of 144 possible conformations defined by the sele
ihedrals. In spite of the large number of trial structures
alculations yield only three different energy minima, co
ponding to two conformers with C2 symmetry and one form
elonging to the C1 point group (seeFig. 1, where the namin
dopted to designate each form is given). After reoptim

ion of these three structures at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pV
evel of theory their characteristic CO S O dihedral angle
ere found to be equal to (74.3◦, 74.3◦), (177.1◦, 177.1◦) and

73.5◦, −173.0◦), respectively, for GG, TT and GT form
n all cases the methyl groups assume the conform
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Fig. 1. Conformers of DMSO4 with atom numbering scheme. Defining di-
hedral angles, relative energies and dipole moments are also shown.

where one of the CH bonds is anti-periplanar relatively to
the S O bond (the barrier for rotation of the methyl groups
around the CO bond was calculated as ca. 5 kJ mol−1).
Table 1presents the calculated relative energies of the three
conformers at the different levels of calculation used in
this study, as well as their populations at room temperature
(298 K) and at other temperatures relevant in the context of
this investigation (393, 423 and 463 K), estimated using the
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ relative energies and the Boltzman
distribution. The optimized geometries are provided as
Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI), Table S01.

The most stable conformer of DMSO4 is form GG, which
is similar to the most stable conformation of sulfuric acid
[31]. The relative stability of the three conformers can be
easily correlated with the number of repulsive interactions
between the non-bonding pairs of electrons of the methoxylic
oxygen atoms: in the most stable form (conformer GG) there
are no such interactions, while the second most stable form
(GT) and less stable form (TT) exhibit one and two oxygen
lone-electron pair repulsive interactions, respectively. It is
worth noting that the relative energy of the TT conformer is
predicted at all levels of theory to be considerably larger than
twice the relative energy of the GT form (at the B3LYP/aug-
cc-pVQ level of theory, it is about three times greater; see
Table 1), as expected taking into account that in GT the
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Table 1
Relative energies, including zero point vibrational contributions, for the vario

Conformer �EZPE

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) MP2/6-31++G(d,p) B 63 K

GG 0.0 (−2044920.73)c 0.0 (−2037407.38)c 0.0
GT 2.63 5.41 3.7
TT 9.99 13.59 9.6

a Energies in kJ mol−1; conformers are depicted inFig. 1.
b Estimated using relative energies optimized at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ
c Total energies with zero point vibrational energy contribution.
O S O dihedrals can significantly deviate from the st
ally more relevant values (60◦, 180◦) to minimize the repul
ive interactions. Indeed, as mentioned above, in GT
ihedral angles were found to be (73.5◦, −173.0◦). In TT,

here is no such conformational flexibility, though a sligh
istortion from planarity of the heavy-atom backbone
lso predicted by the calculations, leading to the obse
ihedral angles of (177.1◦, 177.1◦) and to definition of th
ymmetry of the conformer as C2, instead of C2v as for the
lanar configuration.

Another geometrical parameter that was found to re
he importance of the repulsive interactions between
ethoxyl oxygen lone electron pairs is the distance betw

he two methoxy oxygen atoms. This distance incre
long the series TT, GT, GG (236.6, 242.2 and 251.7
espectively), clearly indicating that once there is sp
vailable the two oxygen atoms tend to move away f
ach other. In conformers GT and TT, the position of on
f the two methyl groups near the S=O bonds, respectivel
inders the opening of the OS O angle and does not allo

us conformers of dimethyl sulfatea

Populationb (%)

3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ 298 K 393 K 423 K 4

(−2045265.051)c 68.2 59.0 56.8 54.2
1 30.5 37.9 39.5 41.3
4 1.4 3.1 3.7 4.4

level of theory.
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Fig. 2. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) calculated potential energy profiles for con-
formational interconversion: (a) GG↔ GT; (b) TT↔ GT.

the accompanying energy release (this effect is, naturally,
larger in TT, since in this case no space for opening of the
O S O angle is available inbothsides of the molecule).

In general, the predictions made at the three levels of
theory used are qualitatively identical. However, contrarily
to the remaining methods, the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ calcu-
lations predict the two geometry of the heavy atom skeleton
of the third conformer close to planarity (CO S O
dihedrals angles equal to 177.1◦, versus ca. 150–160◦ with
B3LYP/6-311++G** and MP2/6-311++G** ; seeTable S01).
The potential energy profiles leading to interconversion
between the different conformers are shown inFig. 2. The
curves were obtained at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level, since
their computation at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ would require
a non-affordable amount of computer time, while the main
characteristics of the profiles calculated with the two basis
should not differ substantially. As shownFig. 2a, the highest
energy conformer is surrounded by very low energy barriers:
the B3LYP/6-311++G** barrier separating this conformer

from its equivalent by symmetry form (corresponding to
the planar C2v transition state with CO S O dihedral
angles of 180◦) is 0.68 kJ mol−1, while that leading to
conversion to conformer GT is as low as 0.22 kJ mol−1. At
the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ level, the first energy barrier shall
be lower and the last slightly higher than as calculated with
the 6-311++G** basis set, but both barriers are not expected
to be much different from those presented inFig. 2. De-
pending on the basis set used for calculation, the zero-point
energies associated with the torsional modes corresponding
to the reaction coordinates converting the highest energy
conformer into its equivalent by symmetry form (τ(S O)
s) or conformer GT (τ(S O) as) were predicted to be
0.08–0.33 and 0.23–0.31 kJ mol−1, respectively (see also
Table S05; ESI). Hence, in both cases the zero-point energy
is of the same order of magnitude of the energy barrier, in
particular in the case of the channel leading to conversion of
TT into GT, and the physical relevance of conformer TT is
questionable. Indeed, this form should be better described as
a higher vibrationaly excited torsional state of conformer GT.

Fig. 2b presents the potential energy profile for GT↔ GG
interconversion. The profile is strongly asymmetric, with bar-
riers associated with the two paths for conversion of form
GT into GG equal to 31.9 and 3.29 kJ mol−1. The first is
the longest reaction pathway, implying a rotation of ca. 280◦
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round the CO S O axis, and corresponds to the rotatio
he C O S O axis initially in thetransconfiguration in the
irection which leads the two methyl groups to pass thro

he considerably strained face-to-face position. The se
eaction path corresponds to the shortest rotation in the o
ite direction and is practically unstrained, which justifies
ow energy barrier. In the context of the present study, the
nergy pathway for the GT→ GG conversion is particular
elevant. The predicted energy barrier for this conversio
arge enough to allow initial trapping of the two conform
GT and GG) in the low temperature inert matrices, but
lso small enough to be overcome by annealing of the m
es and enable conformational isomerization to take pla

In summary, the theoretical predictions reveal that
G and GT forms can be expected to be observed i
s-deposited matrices, the GT conformer being conve

nto the most stable GG form by annealing of the matr
o higher temperatures. The TT conformer is predicted
o be of any practical relevance, being better described
ighly excited state of the GT form. Assuming that GG
doubly degenerated form and that the degree of co
ational degenerescence of GT is 4, at room temper

298 K) the predicted populations for the two conform
aking into account the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ calculated
rgies, are 68% for GG and 32% for GT; at 463 K (the hig

emperature used for deposition of the matrices) these p
ations are 57% and 43%, respectively. Then, both form
redicted to be present in the initially deposited matrices

he increase of the relative population of conformer GT
he temperature of deposition appears to be large enou
e observable experimentally. As described in detail in
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Table 2
Observed frequencies for the (a) GGa and (b) GTb forms of dimethyl sulfate monomer in argon matrix

Approximate description Symmetry Calculated frequency Intensity Observed Ar (9 K)

(a) GG form
v(CH3)′as s A 3158.8 3.5 3047.4
v(CH3)′as as B 3158.8 5.8
v(CH3)′′as s A 3135.1 3.7 3026.3
v(CH3)′′as as B 3134.5 17.9 3022.6
ν(CH3)s s A 3053.9 24.1 2970.3
ν(CH3)s as B 3053.3 28.5 2968.0, 2966.9
δ(CH3)′′as s A 1507.3 6.1 1469.2
δ(CH3)′′as as B 1503.8 19.3 1465.2
δ(CH3)′as as B 1490.8 6.5 1454.7
δ(CH3)′as s A 1490.1 7.1
δ(CH3)s as B 1474.1 4.7 1446.8
δ(CH3)s s A 1470.7 1.5 1437.6
ν(S=O) as B 1410.0 248.2 1417.6,1415.5
ν(S=O) s A 1197.9 127.2 1216.0
γ(CH3)′ ′ as B 1194.2 4.8 1211.8
γ(CH3)′ ′ s A 1189.5 50.5 1210.4
γ(CH3)′ s A 1178.9 8.5 1179.3
γ(CH3)′ as B 1177.8 1.7
ν(C O) s A 1022.4 138.6 1025.1, 1022.9
ν(C O) as B 1010.6 257.8 1008.3, 1006.2
ν(S O) as B 790.9 288.9 821.9, 819.9
ν(S O) s A 729.0 64.4 755.8
γ(SO2) B 586.0 12.2 594.2, 592.2, 576.0
δ(O=S=O) A 549.6 23.0 572.6, 570.4
w(SO2) B 490.0 21.7 505.6, 503.3
tw(SO2) A 413.0 9.6 426.6

Approximate description Calculated frequency Intensity Observed Ar (9 K)

(b) GT form
v(CH3)′′as as 3162.0 4.5 3047.4
v(CH3)′′as s 3155.6 5.7
v(CH3)′as as 3141.2 8.7 3026.3
v(CH3)′as s 3128.0 8.4 3018.6
ν(CH3)s s 3058.1 25.8 2972.5
ν(CH3)s as 3049.7 29.3 2962.7
δ(CH3)′′as s 1507.4 12.6 1469.2
δ(CH3)′′as as 1505.5 11.7
δ(CH3)′as s 1493.2 3.8 1457.6
δ(CH3)′as as 1490.7 6.9 1454.7
δ(CH3)s s 1473.1 0.8 1437.6
δ(CH3)s as 1470.5 1.3
ν(S=O) as 1387.7 266.0 1397.5
γ(CH3)′ ′ as 1200.4 71.1 1216.0
γ(CH3)′ ′ s 1195.7 15.1 1211.8
ν(S=O) s 1185.4 94.8 1206.7, 1205.0
γ(CH3)′ as 1177.4 1.6 1178.6
γ(CH3)′ s 1176.5 6.2
ν(C O) s 1034.2 98.1 1033.1, 1030.6
ν(C O) as 1004.6 348.5 1002.3, 998.7
ν(S O) as 807.8 234.2 837.5, 834.5, 830.6
ν(S O) s 743.1 101.3 771.0
γ(SO2) 580.6 14.1 590.9
w(SO2) 537.3 15.9 553.6
δ(O=S=O) 504.7 14.8 523.2, 521.3
tw(SO2) 403.9 13.4 420.7, 417.1
δ(OSO) 390.7 5.4 402.7

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ calculated frequencies and intensities are given for comparison. Frequencies in cm−1; s calculated intensities in km mol−1; ν: bond
stretching;δ: bending;γ: rocking,τ: torsion;w: wagging; tw: twisting; s: symmetric; as: asymmetric. SeeTable S02for definition of symmetry coordinates.

a Frequencies in bold correspond to bands due to the conformer embedded in its most stable sites in the matrix (see text). Additional experimental bandsdue
to overtones and combination tones involving theδCH3 bending modes are observed at 2921.9, 2900.0, 2865.5, 2847.1 and 2842.6 cm−1. Besides, a band due
the [ν(C O) as + tw(SO2)] combination mode is observed at 1434.1 cm−1. The relatively broad bands observed at 1410.7, 1409.3, 1402.8, 1400.2 cm−1 are
ascribable to theν(S=O) mode in small size aggregates present in the matrices in low concentration.

b An additional band due the [ν(C O) as + tw(SO2)] combination mode is observed at 1431.8 cm−1.
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next section, the experimental observations fully confirm the
theoretical predictions presented above.

3.2. Vibrational spectra

Dimethyl sulfate has 33 fundamental vibrations. For both
GG (C2) and GT (C1) conformers, all fundamental vibrations
are active in the infrared.Table S02(ESI) displays the defini-
tion of symmetry coordinates used in the normal coordinates
analysis undertaken in this study. The B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ
calculated spectra for all the conformers of DMSO4 (includ-
ing the TT form) and potential energy distributions (PEDs)
are given inTables S03–S05(ESI). Vibrational assignments
for the spectra of the compound isolated in argon matrices
are displayed inTable 2.

Fig. 3shows the spectrum of DMSO4 freshly deposited in
an argon matrix at 9 K, using the temperature of sublimation
of 298 K. The calculated spectra for conformers GG and
GT are also displayed for comparison, fitting nicely the
experimental data. As pointed out above, in the gaseous
phase, at 298 K, conformer GG is the most populated form
(its estimated population is nearly twice that of GT) and, as
expected, the bands due to this species dominate the spectra
of the matrix-isolated compound.

The single previously reported study of the vibrational
spectra (both infrared and Raman) of DMSO4 in the liquid
phase[9] assumed, on the basis of the measured depolar-
ization ratios of the observed Raman bands, a C2v geometry
for the molecule, corresponding to the planar TT form. As
shown in the previous section, the TT conformer (which in-

F
b

ig. 3. Infrared spectra of DMSO4: (a) isolated in an argon matrix (T= 9 K); (b) B3L
y the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ estimated populations at 298 K (seeTable 1).
YP/aug-cc-pVQZ calculated spectra for GG and GT conformers (weighted
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Fig. 4. (a) Spectral region (1050–700 cm−1) of the infrared spectra of DMSO4 trapped in an argon matrix obtained immediately after deposition at 9 K using
nozzle temperatures of 298 K (solid line) and 463 K (dashed line); (b) B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ-calculated spectra for GG (solid line) and GT conformers (dashed
line) [weighted by the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ estimated populations at 298 K (seeTable 1)].

deed is now predicted to have a slightly non-planar skeleton,
thus belonging to the C2 point group) does not correspond to
an observable species. Its stabilization in the liquid phase is
not expected as well, since its dipole moment is smaller than
those of the GG and GT conformers. Besides, in the previous
study of DMSO4 [9], the possible existence of more than one
conformational state was ignored. Hence, reinterpretation of
the spectra of liquid DMSO4, on the light of the present study
shall deserve further attention.

The general assignment of the spectra could be easily
undertaken by comparing the calculated and experimental
results obtained in the present study, as well as the previous
data obtained for the pure liquid[9]. However, the precise
identification of the bands due to each conformer required,
besides that information, both the comparison of spectra
obtained using different nozzle temperatures (Fig. 4) and
interpretation of the matrix annealing experiments (Fig. 5).
In the first type of experiments, increasing of the nozzle tem-
perature leads to increase the population of the less stable GT
conformer in the gas phase, immediately prior to deposition.
Accordingly, bands due to this conformer increase relatively
to those originated in the most stable GG form.Fig. 4
shows the 1050 and 700 cm−1 spectral region of the spectra
obtained immediately after deposition of the matrices using
the nozzle temperatures of 298 and 463 K, and compares
t ions
( GT

forms, weighted by their estimated relative populations at
298 K). Note that besides the relative increase of intensity of
the bands due to GT, the spectrum of the sample deposited
using the higher nozzle temperature does also exhibit some
evidence of presence of a small amount of aggregates in
the matrix (e.g., shoulders appearing in the high frequency
wings of the bands in the 850–750 cm−1 region as well as in
the low frequency wings of the bands in the 1050–950 cm−1

region), which are a consequence of local heating due to the
arrival of the hot gaseous beam. Using the calculated relative
intensities as weighting factors, the relative energy of the
two experimentally observed conformers could be estimated
from the integral intensities of bands ascribed to the indi-
vidual conformers. The averaged value, estimated using the
experimental data obtained for the four nozzle temperatures
used (298, 393, 423 and 463 K), was 5± 1 kJ mol−1, is
in good agreement with the relative energies predicted
by the highest level calculations (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ:
3.71 kJ mol−1; MP2/6-31++G(d,p): 5.41 kJ mol−1; see
Table 1).

Also in consonance with the theoretical predictions, upon
annealing of the matrix, bands due to GT decrease their
intensity while those ascribed to GG increase, indicating
conversion from the higher energy conformer to the most
stable form (seeFig. 5).Very interestingly, the GG form
w tes,
o ther.
he experimental spectra with the theoretical predict
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ calculated spectra for GG and
as found to occupy two distinct substitutional matrix si
ne of them being considerably more stable than the o
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Fig. 5. Infrared spectra of DMSO4 trapped in an argon matrix obtained immediately after deposition at 9 K (dashed line) and after annealing at 25 K (solid
line) and calculated spectra for GG (solid line) and GT (dashed line) conformers [weighted by the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ estimated populations at 298 K (see
Table 1)]: (a) 1500–1350 cm−1 region; (b) 1250–1150 cm−1 region; (c) 1050–950 cm−1 region; (d) 850–700 cm−1 region; (e) 600–450 cm−1 region. Top spectra
are calculated; bottom spectra are obtained experimentally.
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Fig. 5. (Continued.)

Indeed, at 41 K, the spectrum is dominated by bands due
to aggregates, the only bands due to monomeric forms still
remaining observable being those originated in form GG
in the most stable site (Fig. 6). At 25 K, most of the GT
conformer was already converted into GG, and the results
show that GT gives rise to GG in its most stable site, whereas
at this temperature the intensity of the bands due to molecules
of GG occupying its less stable site were found to decrease
very slightly relatively to that observed in the as-deposited
matrix. The small reduction of intensity observed in the
bands due to GG in the less stable site indicates that site
relaxation is also occurring in a small extension. Above 25 K,
the bands ascribed to the less stable GG site decrease faster,
while those assigned to the most stable GG site also start to
decrease, in consequence of aggregation. The greater facility
of the less stable GG site molecules to aggregate as compared
with those occupying the most stable site is clearly revealed
by the experimental data (seeFig. 6), and is also consistent
with the relative stability of the two local environments.

In summary, the matrix-isolation experiments fully
confirm the theoretical predictions regarding the type and
relative stability of the two observable conformers of
DMSO4. Conformer GG is the most stable conformer in
both the gaseous phase and isolated in argon, occupying
to different substitutional sites in the matrix with different

Fig. 6. Infrared spectra of DMSO4 trapped in an argon matrix (1050–950 cm−1

conversion of conformer GT into GG (in the first stages of annealing) and of

region). Results of high temperature annealing showing changes due to
molecular aggregation.
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stabilities. Upon annealing of the matrix, the less stable
conformer (GT) quickly converts to the GG conformer,
with the resulting species being embedded in a site which
corresponds to the most stable matrix-site for GG form.
Further annealing leads to extensive aggregation; however,
even at 41 K, where the aggregates strongly dominate, some
amount of GG monomer occupying its most stable site can
still be observed experimentally. Also in agreement with the
theoretical predictions, the highest energy TT conformer was
not observed in the spectra of the matrix-isolated compound.

4. Conclusion

The preferred conformations of dimethyl sulfate and their
vibrational spectra were investigated by a concerted approach
based on the matrix-isolation method coupled with FT-IR
spectroscopy and theoretical methods. Conformer GG was
found to be the most stable conformer of the compound in
both the gaseous phase and isolated in argon. In the matri-
ces, this form was shown to exist in two different matrix
cages, with different stabilities. Upon annealing of the ma-
trix, conformer GT quickly converts to the GG conformer,
the resulting species being embedded in its most stable pos-
sible matrix cage. The vibrational spectra of the two observed
c ature
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